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My apologies for the lateness of this edition.
This was my first trip to Paynesville and going down on the Thursday made it very relaxing and it sure was a good 
trip, the fishing for myself was a complete none event. I stayed at Allawah Caravan Park with my partner Susan 
in a waterfront cabin which was pretty good. Virtually opposite were the other members staying in the Captains 
Cove Cabins which certainly are very good almost 1st Class quality.
As to the fishing this was my first club trip fishing for Bream and my results of zero confirmed my Bream skills, 
it was embarrassing to be beaten by the kids, I’m going to seek advice from them.                  
Our cabin was about 25 metres from the private ramp and moorings all as can be seen in the photos. It didn’t help 
that on my first trip out and heading down the canal I experienced engine problems, which was easily identified, 
it stopped.
With a slight breeze blowing it was a matter of anchoring and then locating the problem, after about 10 minutes 
I found that the fuel line had left the motor (It fell Off) and a cable tie fixed the problem, all good.
Now to the fishing, we fished a bit here and there in a couple of the canals with no luck so we headed out to the 
lake, very consistent in my Bream skills, again no success. Following this I decided that my fishing should be 
rested.
It was then back to the cabin and to the weigh in later in the afternoon with the other members at their Captains 
Cove cabin on the lawn overlooking the moorings, certainly a very nice place for a fishing trip or a holiday. I can-
not comment on their fishing but the catch weigh in results are in the attached schedule weigh in book says it all. 
A social time of general talk and a few refreshments for an hour or so and then all back to clean up for the dinner 
and presentations at a local water front restaurant adjacent the Raymond Island Ferry terminal.
Good food and a few drinks and a lot of fun and talking by all and then on to the presentations by Bill Wassink 
K54 with help from others. The awards and who won the various awards are all shown on the attached photos and 
it was terrific to see the kids all being presented with prizes.
On the next morning we chose to leave midmorning to head home with happy thoughts of the weekend and all 
being well I’m looking forward to going next year.
The amount of work to run this event is a credit to Bill Wassink K54 and John Scherpenzeel K46   and full thanks 
to them for their efforts.                                  Neil Dodds K50
E & OE

The Paynesville Event 21st and 22nd September 2019
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Kiara Enriquez - Heaviest Bag 
Bream – Junior Female

Xander Wassink -Junior Male
 Heaviest Bream

Karen Chandler - Senior Female Lucky 
Draw- All Ladies received one

Bree Scherpenzeel - Heaviest Bream

PAYNESVILLE  EVENT WEIGH IN BOOK-21.9.2019
K. No Name   Species     Qty. Weight(kg)   Heaviest Fish (kg)
K117   Rachael Wassink  Bream        1  0.50 kg  0.50 kg 
K197   Bree Scherpenzeel  Bream        2  1.46 kg  0.92 kg
K46a   Joanne Scherpenzeel Bream           1       0.66kg  0.66 kg 
K197   Jayden Scherpenzeel      Bream           1       0.72kg               0.72 kg
K198c  Kiara Enriquez              Bream           2       0.882kg              0.46 kg
K198b  Monique Enriquez         Bream           1       0.49kg                 0.49kg
K198b  Monique Enriquez         Mullet           1       0.34 kg  0.34kg
K66      Callan Scherpenzeel Bream        3       2.05kg             0.77kg
K117b   Zander Wassink             Bream           1       0.55kg             0.55kg
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Back Row – Left to Right

Matile Tuala, Oriana Tuala, Monique Enriquez, Kiara Enriquez, Brad Chandler, Sam Kasa, Bri Chandler

Front Row.

Elise Morse , Xander Wassink


